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Abstract

Analysis of factory test data of on-load tap-changers
for power transformers

Oscar Stenhammar

On-load tap-changers (OLTC) are devices in the power grid that keeps the 
voltage level constant for consumers, regardless of the power demand. 
Hitachi ABB Power Grids, producer of the OLTC family named VUC, 
guarantees 30 years of lifetime. Such a pledge requires high-standard 
devices. This thesis has analyzed data from routine tests of switching 
times in the diverter switch of OLTC’s, performed before devices were 
put in service.
 
The correlation of part switching times for all units leaving the 
factory during the past year was evaluated by calculating Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient. A linear trend was fitted to the data, 
realizing that the prediction errors, as well as the part switching 
times, were Gaussian distributed. The time while the resistor vacuum 
interrupter was open could be predicted within the interval of 
approximately 2ms with 2 standard deviations accuracy.

To classify time series from the routine test as expected or unexpected, 
a model-based algorithm was implemented. The average switching time for 
all consecutive switches was used to define expected series. A moving 
average was implemented to neglect outliers and remove oscillating 
patterns. The majority of all data was classified as expected time 
series. The ones who did not, still preserved a good correlation between 
the part switching times. Examining the relationship between part 
switching times could be a valuable perspective in further 
classification of expected time series.

The possibility of incorporating measurement of part switching times on 
OLTC’s in normal operation, to use the knowledge gained by this thesis, 
was investigated. Position sensors were mounted to measure the position 
of the lifting yokes, opening and closing the vacuum interrupters. The 
time while the vacuum interrupter contacts were open could be estimated 
with better accuracy than the position sensor provided. Unfortunately, 
those sensors cannot be utilized in normal operation. If other 
possibilities could be found, perhaps a laser position sensor, the 
implemented algorithm would be valuable.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Lindningskopplaren är den enhet i kraftnätet som håller nätspänningen kon-
stant inom ett definierat intervall när energikonsumtionen ändras under tid. När
spänningen i högspänningsledningar ska konverteras till den aktuella spänningen
på det lokala nätet används en transformator. För att reglera spänningsnivån
används en lindningskopplare, som helt enkelt ändrar antalet lindningar som
används på den ena sidan av tranformatorn. Detta utförs mekaniskt i en an-
vancerad process, eftersom att strömavbrott inte får inträffa. Den komponent i
lindningskopplaren som ser till att kraftnätet alltid har strömförsörjning kallas
för lastkopplare. Då lastkopplarens uppgift utförs mekaniskt, är det en kritisk
del av krafnätet. Hitachi ABB Power Grids tillverkar lindningskopplare och
garanterar 30 års livstid på deras enheter, som kontinuerligt behöver serivce för
att uppfylla det löftet.

För att undvika att driftströningar för lindningskopplare innan utsatt tid för
service finns en idé om att försöka implementera anomalidetektion för att mer
träffsäkert kunna förutspå när en enhet behöver service. I det här projektet
har möjligheten att använda mätningar av deltider i lastkopplaren undersökts,
för att kunna detektera felaktigheter. Data från rutintestet, som utförs in-
nan en enhet lämnar fabriken, har använts. Korrelationer undesöktes mellan
tiderna då kontakterna i vakumflaskorna på huvudsidan respektive resistorsi-
dan är öppna samt tiden däremllan, genom att beräkna Pearson’s korrelations
koefficient mellan variablerna. Det tydligaste sambandet kunde utläsas mellan
tiderna då vakumflaskorna på respektive sida var öppna. För det sambandet
användes linjärregression till att anpassa en trendlinje, där det visade sig att
prediktionsfelet var normalfördelat med ungefär en halv millisekunds standard-
avvikelse.

Vid jämförelse av två olika familjer av lindningskopplare från Hitachi ABB
Power Grids uppmärksammades, som i viss mån redan var känt, att den ena
har ett mindre tydligt inslitningsförlopp vid rutintestet. Kopplingstiden förvän-
tas nämligen först sjunka en aning och sedan stabiliseras. Av den anledningen
implementerades en klassifiserings-algoritm som skulle avgöra om varje enhet
hade ett förväntat inslitningsförlopp eller inte. För att definiera det förväntade
inslitningsförloppet användes medelvärdet av de 200 första kopplingarna var för
sig, som även de visade sig vara normalfördelade. Med hjälp av fördelningen
definierades två olika intervall. Om det glidande medelvärdet av ett inslitnings-
förlopp hamnade utanför det intervallet, adderades kvadraten av avståndet till
gränsen av intervallet till en summa som användes som förlustfunktion. Då re-
sultatet blev tvetydigt, sattes ingen gräns för det utslag på förlustfunktionen
som bestämmde om en tidsserie var förväntad eller ej. Klassifiseringsalgoritmen
skulle behöva utvecklas för att användas i verkligheten. Genom att titta på
förhållandet mellan delkopplingstiderna på de enheter som fick ett stort utslag
på förlustfunktionen och ansågs ha ett oväntat inslitningsförlopp, upptäcktes att
även de bibehåller den linjära trenden från linjärregressionen. Även då linjärre-
gressionen upprepades med de enheter som fick ett utslag på förlustfunktionen
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som var mindre än 1. Det skulle vara ett möjligt utvecklingsområde för klassi-
fiseringen, och skulle även kunna användas vid en eventuell anomali detektion.
För att kunna säkerställa att det var en bra metod skulle data från lastkopplare
med driftströningar varit värdefulla.

För att kunna dra nytta av det arbete som har utförts och implementera någon
typ av detektion av felaktigheter, måste deltider kunna mätas på lastkopplare
i drift. Idag finns inget tillvägagångssätt för det. Av den anledningen har en
möjlig metod undersökts, som innebär att mäta positionen på de två oken som
öppnar kontakterna i vakumflaskorna på vardera sida av lastkopplaren. Mät-
ningar utfördes på en lastkopplare med låg spänning i ett labb. Med mätdatat
kunde kopplingstiden estimeras med bättre noggrannhet än upplösningen av
mätserien från lägesgivaren. Problemet att det inte går att mäta positionen i
en lastkopplare i drift kvarstår, då den lägesgivare använd i detta experiment
med största sannolikhet skulle bli påverkad av det elektriska fältet i lastkop-
plare i drift. En möjlig framtida lösning till det problemet som skulle kunna
vara att montera en lägesgivare i form av en laser, monterad i toppsektionen av
lastkopplaren.
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1 Introduction
The supply of electrical energy is an essential part of the infrastructure in to-
day’s modern society. Everyday applications and processes in a wide range
rely on the power grid, large factories as well as small devices in households.
With new technologies, the demand for electrical power will continue to grow.
There are a lot of difficulties in operating a power grid and distributing elec-
tricity. One problem includes keeping the voltage in the grid constant, or more
correctly within a certain interval. In Europe, and many other countries, the
voltage supply is specified as 230V ±6%. As the energy consumption fluctuates
throughout the day, so will the voltage level in the grid. With a greater power
consumption, a voltage drop will occur in the power grid. If the unstable grid
voltage supply diverts outside the specified interval, devices could malfunction
or in the worst-case scenario get damaged.

It is evident that regulation of the voltage level is a crucial part of the power
grid, which is the everyday task for an on-load tap-changer (OLTC).

1.1 Background
The on-load tap-changer helps to transform the electricity from high-voltage
power transmission lines to voltage transforming ratio demand. The device is
mounted inside a power transformer in local substations for power distribu-
tion. An OLTC operates mechanically to regulate the voltage level. Mechanical
movement causes mechanical wear and constitutes a higher risk of failure than
solid-state devices. If the mechanical mechanism in an OLTC would malfunc-
tion, it could cause a power failure on the grid. Hence, it is of high importance
that OLTCs are designed and produced with caution. Hitachi ABB Power Grids
is a worldwide manufacturer of power transformers and ensures a lifetime of 30
years. The critical part of the power transformer is the mechanical movement
inside the OLTC. Throughout its lifetime, mechanical parts in the OLTC are
scheduled for service continuously to pursue the lifetime guarantee.

1.2 Purpose
In the research department of Hitachi ABB Power Grids, there are ideas of
creating some sort of anomaly detection in OLTCs. Suggestions of variables
and behaviors to monitor have been declared. Some of them are the pressure
inside the OLTC shell, vibro-acoustic signals, observation of switching times,
voltage and current.

An important part of anomaly detection is to understand the normal behavior of
the apparatus examined, in this case, the OLTC. The focus of this thesis will be
to extract information about the switching process in an OLTC when regulating
the voltage level under normal circumstances. To be even more specific, data
from the routine test, employed before every OLTC leaves the factory, will be
analyzed. From this data set, the purpose is to examine possible patterns and
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correlations to gather further knowledge of Hitachi ABB’s models of OLTCs.
Knowledge, that hopefully could be helpful in a future anomaly detection im-
plementation, or possibly prepare for anomaly detection based on the switching
times. Another vision is to build an algorithm that could classify the behav-
ior of a device in the routine test as expected or unexpected, to find potential
anomalies as early as possible.

To incorporate analysis of the switching process and take advantage of the work
in this thesis of OLTC installed in the field, a fundamental requirement would
be to have proper measurements of the switching times. No measurements
are performed in the field today which makes the switching times inaccessible.
An investigation of a possible approach to measure the switching times during
operation will be executed.
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2 Technical background
To fully understand the concept of this thesis, it is crucial to be familiar with the
purpose of the OLTC. In this section, some underlying theory and background
of its operational usage are further described.

2.1 Power transmission
Power plants are typically located in a far distance from where the actual power
consumption takes place, especially in Sweden with such a long country. Usually,
large scale production facilities and constructions are distinguished as destroying
the environment. For that reason, wind farms are often placed where few people
can see or hear them. Hydrogen power plants in Sweden are based where large
rivers flow, which is mostly up north in the mountains. Nuclear power stations
can in a better way be based close to the energy consumers. But then again,
consumers are distributed throughout the country. However, once power has
been generated it has to be consumed. To reach the consumers, the power has
to be transmitted from power plants. Figure 1 is a map of Sweden’s national
transmission lines.

Figure 1: Map of the national power grid in Sweden [1].
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When the generated electricity has to be transmitted far distances, it is neces-
sary to use high voltage transmission lines. A conductor always has a resistance
that depends on the material of the conductor and its shape. The resistance
can be calculated by

R = ρ
l

A
(1)

where ρ is the resistivity of the material, l is the length of the conductor and
A is the cross-section area of the conductor. When a current flows through a
resistor, heat losses occur. Power is defined as work done per time unit, which
in electrical objectives is calculated by P = UI. From Ohm’s law, the power
developed in a resistance can be calculated by P = RI2. Hence, to minimize the
heat loss in the power transmission lines, it is necessary to lower the current I. It
is of high importance that the same amount of power is transmitted, regardless
of the current. To achieve constant power with a lower current, the voltage has
to be transformed to a higher level. Although, there are physical limitations
of what voltages can be used to minimize the loss. If a conductor is carrying
a high enough voltage, corona discharge occurs. In other words, an electrical
discharge takes place which is caused by the ionization of the air surrounding
the conductor. In a local region, the air has encountered electrical breakdown
and become conductive [3].

In Sweden, transmission lines conducting up to 400kV are used, as shown in
Figure 1 [1]. In substations, the voltage in the transmission lines is once again
transformed to meet the local lower voltage distribution demand. The device
to operate this task is referred to as a power transformer.

2.2 Transformer
A transformer is an electrical device that can transfer electrical energy from one
circuit to another circuit. The most simple construction of a transformer consists
of a transformer core, with one primary circuit and one secondary circuit. Both
circuits are winded around the transformer core. If an alternating current is
flowing through the primary windning, a magnetic flux is induced in the core.
The magnetic flux on the secondary side will induce a current in the secondary
winding. The current induced in the secondary winding will create a flux equal
to and opposite to the one produced by the primary winding according to Lenz’s
law. This type of transformer is visualized in figure 2.
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Figure 2: A transformer with a primary and secondary winding around a trans-
former core [2].

By Faraday’s law of induction, the equations

UP = −NP
dΦ

dt
(2)

US = −NS
dΦ

dt
(3)

can be derived. Here U is the Voltage, φ is the magnetic flux, N is the number
of windings, P is the primary side and S is the secondary side. In the case of
an ideal transformer, that requires infinite permeability of the core and no net
magnetomotive force, the magnetic flux is equal on the primary and secondary
side. That implies that the equation

UP

US
=
NP

NS
(4)

is valid. Hence, the number of windings on each side is the only parameter
that determines the transformer ratio. Figure 2 represents the most classical
construction of a transformer. A more compact design can be utilized by the one
in Figure 3a. This compact design can be utilized even for three-phase systems.
In a three-phase three-winding transformer, the primary windings for each phase
are wound around each limb of the transformer core and the secondary winding
to the corresponding phase. The design is visualized in Figure 3b. The windings
and core are well isolated to not get short-circuited, as all other transformers.
The three-phase transformer is the on primarily used in power transformers
located in substations [4].
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(a) Compact design of a transformer with
one phase.

(b) Three-phase three-winding trans-
former.

Figure 3: Two set-ups of transformers [2].

2.3 Three-phase systems
A common electrical system of alternating current generation and distribution
are three-phase systems. It is the single most commonly used method worldwide
to transfer power. The basic principle of three-phase-systems are three lines pro-
viding an alternating current with an identical frequency and amplitude relative
to a common reference point. The difference of each line is the symmetric phase-
shift by one-third of a period. This principle is described graphically in Figure
4 and referred to as three-phase systems [5].

Figure 4: Three-phases line to neutral voltages, phase shifted with 120 degrees
[6].

Although it is possible to create an asymmetric three-phase power system, they
lack the advantages that a symmetric system does. The sum of all three currents
instantaneously is zero in a three-phase system. This implies that the sum of
two currents are the same as the third one multiplied by −1. The three-phase
systems can be connected in different manners. Basically, there are two separate
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connections used, delta and wye. The concept of these circuits are drawn in
Figure 5 with the delta connection in red and the wye connection in black.
Their names heritages from their look. The delta connection looks like the
Greek letter ∆ and the wye connection looks like the letter Y. Star connection
is another commonly used term for the wye connection. The delta connection
is categorized as a three-wire system, three wires for each phase, while the wye
connection is considered a four-wire system. The fourth wire in operation is the
common star point called neutral [5].

Figure 5: Three-phase systems. Delta connection in red and wye connection in
black [6].

2.4 On-load tap-changer
Once the generated electricity has been transferred from the power plant to a
local substation nearby households or an industrial facility, the power has to be
transformed from high-voltage to the local voltage level for energy distribution.
The most commonly used line to line voltage worldwide is 400V in root mean
square value, which results in a line to neutral voltage of 230V . Larger industries
might require other voltages. However, the voltage is transformed to the desired
level and distributed throughout the power grid. Over a day, the load will vary.
For example, households will increase their power consumption when families
get home and cook dinner. When the power consumption increases, the voltage
level in the grid will drop. Since all equipment in households is specified to
operate at a certain voltage, the distributor has to ensure that the power outlets
provide 230V within ±6% in most countries [7]. In order to establish a constant
voltage level, the distributor can use a tap-changer to regulate the voltage level.
A conventional transformer has a certain amount of taps wound around the
transformer core for both the primary and secondary circuit. If the voltage
on the primary side is constant, the only way to regulate the voltage on the
secondary side would be to alter the ratio between the amount of taps on each
side. By writing equation 4 in the form of
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US =
NS

NP
UP , (5)

the secondary voltage would behave inversely proportional to the amount of
taps in the secondary winding. Under the constraint that the primary voltage
would be kept constant as well as the amount of taps on the secondary side.
This operation is the task of a tap-changer. One problem with switching the
amount of taps is that the grid does not allow a sudden power failure. The
power supply must proceed continuously as the shift of taps occur. A device
that fulfills this requirement is called an on-load tap-changer.

A power transformer with the purpose to transform the voltage from a power
transmission line to local voltage levels includes a tap-changer. The basic prin-
ciple of the tap-changer is to alter the ratio of taps between the primary and
secondary side. Hitachi ABB Power Grids is a company with a long history
within power grids and is one of the worldwide leading manufacturers of OLTCs.
Their current family of vacuum OLTCs comes in a range suitable for most trans-
former applications. The OLTCs all comes in two separate parts, the diverter
switch and the tap selector. Two different types of branches in the family of
Hitachi ABB’s OLTCs focused on in this paper, will be referred to as Model
A and Model B. The main difference is that Model B is generally specified to
withstand higher voltages than Model A.

A power transformer is normally mounted inside a tank full of oil for isolation. In
Figure 6a, a picture of a power transformer connected to an OLTC but without
the tank is framed.

(a) A photograph from the front of a power
transformer without its enclosing tank [2].

(b) A blueprint from the side of the OLTC
in a power transformer tank [8].

Figure 6: Description of the setup for an OLTC in a power transformer.

The three brown cylinders are the windings for each phase. The green cylinder
is the diverter switch. A more explicit description of the diverter switch can
be found in Figure 7. The tap selector is the black device mounted below the
diverter switch with the brown wires connected to it. The tap selector has the
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function of choosing what taps to switch between. The diverter switch has the
assignment to perform the switch, without losing connection to the load. An
OLTC should withstand about 30 years in service [8].

Figure 7: A blueprint of the diverter switch [8].

2.4.1 Switching sequence

To operate the switching sequence, there is a separate motor mechanism. This
mechanism at first prepares the tap selector for the switch by rotating a shaft,
which determines whether to switch to the lower or higher tap adjacent to the
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present tap connected to the grid. The present tap is either connected to node
X or V, and the desired tap to switch to gets connected to the node (X or V)
that the present node is not connected to. The motor mechanism is rotated in
different orientations whether the tap selector should switch to a lower or higher
amount of taps. The shaft controlling the tap selector is also connected to an
intermediate gear attached to the driving disc of the diverter switch. When the
driving disc rotates, a mechanical rectifier stores potential energy in a spring.
Once the driving disc has rotated to a certain point, the energy stored in the
spring is released and turned into kinetic energy. From here on, the switching
sequence is completed within about 100ms, illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Flow chart of the switching sequence in the diverter switch of Model
A [8].
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There are two paths for the current to flow, in the main and the resistor side.
With the use of vacuum interrupters (mechanical switches) and rotating contacts
on each side, the entire switching sequence is completed by temporarily directing
the current from the main side to the resistor side and then back again. In OLTC
Model A, the sequence in the diverter switch, also described in Figure 8, goes
as the following:

1. The main vacuum interrupter opens.

2. The main contact opens by rotating.

3. The main contact closes.

4. The main vacuum interrupter closes.

5. The resistor vacuum interrupter opens.

6. The resistor contact opens by rotating.

7. The resistor contact closes.

8. The resistor vacuum interrupter closes.

The part highlighted in red, in Figure 8, indicates where the current flows. In
the Figure, MVI stands for main vacuum interrupter, RVI resistance vacuum
interrupter, MC main contact, RC resistor contact and TR transition resistor.
The rotating contacts are also referred to as the auxiliary contacts. The main
contacts have a pair of contacts on each side since they conduct high currents
for a longer period than the resistor contacts. The vacuum interrupters are
bottles containing two contacts in a vacuum. The contacts are enclosed in
bottles because when the contacts open, an arc emerges. The arc should be
as well isolated as possible to not interfere with anything else. The transition
resistor ensures that the current flows through the main side before and after
the switching sequence. The diverter switch operates the switch from node X to
node V and the other way around. The task of the tap selector is to connect the
desired tap to the node that is switched to before the sequence in the diverter
switch starts. The scheme in Figure 8 describes the events when the diverter
switch switches from tap X to tap V. The procedure of switching from tap V to
X is identical to the enumerated list above, but not identical to the scheme in
Figure 8. The difference is the start and end-point for the auxiliary contacts.
They still rotate counter clock-wise half a turn.

An OLTC Model B on the other hand is dimensioned for higher electrical power.
Generally, more mass are rotated and therefore higher forces applied in Model
B. For example, the spring initiating the driving disc is stronger and the vacuum
interrupters are larger. To handle larger currents and voltages over time, there
is an additional bypass switch where the current flows before the switching
sequence. Compared to the switching scheme in Figure 8, the bypass switch
is at first connected to node X. Once the switching procedure in the diverter
switch is initiated, the bypass rotates to open and rests between X and V. Then
the scheme continues as in Figure 8, until the main vacuum interrupter has
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closed. At this point the bypass rotates to connect to node V. In other words,
this occur between step 4 and 5 in the enumerated list above. Then the scheme
continues as for Model A.

Every unit is drenched in oil for isolation and to lubricate contacts and surfaces.
In every unit, there are three poles. Each pole performs the switching task. All
poles have separate vacuum interrupters, but they are opened and closed in
parallel by a common yoke. Each pole’s auxiliary contacts are placed on the
same rotating axle. This ensures a synchronized switching time for each pole.
The three poles can either be used as separate phases for a three-phase system
as in Figure 9a, or jointly connected to each other to handle one phase with
larger currents. The first mentioned would be constructed as in Figure 6a. In
the latter case, if it’s desired to apply the OLTC in a three-phase system, three
units can be used, one for each line, as in Figure 9b. That setup is called three-
phase fully insulated. Another setup for a delta connection would be to have
one OLTC controlling two phases [8].

(a) Star connection with one OLTC. (b) Delta connection with three OLTCs.

Figure 9: Two possible set-ups of power transformers [8].

2.4.2 Routine test

Before an OLTC can be put in service, the switching sequence has to be tested
to ensure proper functionality. By legal requirements, 10 cycles have to be
performed. One cycle is defined as switching from the lowest tap to the highest
tap, with one tap at a time, and then back to the lowest tap again. Hence,
the amount of switches performed depends on the amount of taps to choose
between in the tap selector. In addition to ensure proper functionality, the test
is performed to wear in the OLTC. Copper-silver contacts and other mechanical
parts have to get used to each other for the total switching time to be located
in a stable region. This test operation is called a routine test. During the
procedure, Hitachi ABB Power Grids measure the switching times. Before the
routine test, the OLTC is operated for around 100 switches in air, just to ensure
proper behavior.
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The time between each step in the enumerated list in Section 2.4.1 defines the
switching times t1 − t7. A graphical description of the times can be seen in
Figure 10. Here T is the total time, tMV is the time while the main vacuum
interrupter is open, tRV is the time while the resistor vacuum interrupter is
open and the y-axis is the measurement in voltage.

Figure 10: Conceptual graph from measuring switching times.

During the routine test, the OLTC is operated under circumstances with low
currents and voltages. The shell is filled with oil to imitate the conditions in a
regular environment. To measure the switching times during the routine test,
the OLTC is hooked up with a small extra circuit. For example, the measured
signal can yield the appearance of Figure 11, which behaves somewhat like the
desired signal in Figure 10.

Figure 11: Actual measurement of switching times.

From these measurements, the switching times are determined automatically
by a script. However, it is apparent that some sort of noise is present in the
measurement. The noisy behavior is in fact contact bounce from the short period
while the rotating contacts are closed but yet rotating. The major challenge with
the measurement is to resolve at what time t2/t6 ends and t3/t7 starts.
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3 Theory
To analyze the gathered data, some statistical methods and concepts will be
implemented. By understanding the basic concepts it will be easier to follow
the implementation and methods later on.

3.1 Pearson’s correlation coefficient
Correlation is a common term to describe the degree to which a set of variables
are related to each other. A stated correlation can be useful in practice for
predictive purposes. One way to measure correlation is by using Pearson’s
correlation coefficient, see for example [9]. In the case of two variables X and
Y , the coefficient is calculated by

ρX,Y =
E[(X − µX)(Y − µY )]

σXσY
, (6)

where µ is the expected value, E is the expected value and σ is the standard
deviation. The interpretation of the coefficient is that a number close to 1
indicates a good positive linear correlation between the variables, a number
close to −1 indicates a negative linear relationship and a value close to 0 means
no correlation at all. For a graphical description of the coefficient and some
examples, see Figure 12.

Figure 12: Graphical description of Person’s correlation coefficient [10].

In a sample, the Pearson correlation coefficient is estimated as

rxy =
Σi(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√

Σi(xi − x̄)2
√

Σi(yi − ȳ)2
. (7)

The coefficient cannot get a greater absolute value than 1. The limitation
of Pearson’s correlation coefficient is that it cannot find non-linear relations
[9].
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3.2 Linear regression
If a set of variables has a satisfactory linear correlation, it could be profitable
to incorporate a linear regression model. Linear regression builds upon some
regression model, most commonly least squares method, and outputs a linear
function on the form y = Xθ + ε. The matrix X is the input variable, vector
y is the observed variables and θ is the parameter vector. The concept of least
squares is to minimize the loss, which is done by calculating the parameters of
the function from the equation

θ̂ = (XTX)−1XTy.

With the fitted line from the linear regression, future values can be predicted
with the noise term ε present. The least squares method can also find non-linear
trends. It is simply constrained to being linear in the parameters of θ. Non-
linearities can be introduced in matrix X. It is of great importance to know the
behavior of the data performing regression on, to choose a reasonable function
to fit the data to [11].

3.3 Pre-processing
Before examining correlations, patterns, trends or analyzing data it is impor-
tant to extract the desired information from the raw data. This step in the data
analysis is called pre-processing. Data sets from physical measurement tends
to be distorted. Depending on what information from the measured signal is
desired, the pre-processing method can involve different approaches. A typical
first step in pre-processing is to remove the mean value of the data set, some-
times even a moving average. A moving average calculates the average value
of a certain amount of data points at each index, which yields a new data set.
The moving average typically uses equally many past and future data points to
calculate the moving average. This implies that the new data set will decrease
with the number of data points used in the moving average algorithm. Further-
more, trends or other patterns could be removed in order to find the requested
information. But if the trends or different patterns are the desired information,
noise in the data should be filtered away.

A Butterworth filter [12] is a signal processing filter. It has the objective to filter
a signal in the frequency domain and should reject frequencies in the unwanted
region and treat allowed frequencies uniformly. It had the intention of act as a
low-pass filter at first, but can be modified to become other types of filters. The
transfer function H(jω) of Butterworth’s low-pass filter was defined as

|H(jω)|2 =
G0

1 + ( jω
jωc

)2n
, (8)

where G0 is the gain at zero frequency, n is the order of the filter and ωc is
the cut-off frequency. With a higher order used, a better filter is accomplished
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with a sharper transition at the cut-off frequency but on the account of higher
computational power.

3.4 Probability distribution
Probability distributions, or probability density, functions are functions that
provide the relative likelihood for a random variable to take a certain value.
The integral of the entire space is 1, implying a 100% chance that a sample of
the random variable takes any value.

The most commonly encountered probability distribution of behavior in nature
and other processes is the Normal distribution, also referred to as a Gaussian
distribution. Its function is defined as

f(x) =
1

σ
√

2π
e
−( x−µ

σ
√

2
)2
, (9)

where σ is the standard deviation and µ is the expected value. Figure 13 cap-
tures the normal distribution’s characteristics. Within the interval of one stan-
dard deviation lies 68.2% of the probability [13].

Figure 13: Normal distribution and probabilities of being within a certain stan-
dard deviation [14].

In Figure 13, there is only a Gaussian distribution in one dimension present.
Variables can be jointly distributed in numerous dimensions, with different pa-
rameters for each variable. For example, a two-dimensional Gaussian is pre-
sented in figure 14. In higher dimensions, the distributions are harder to visu-
alize.
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Figure 14: Two variables jointly Gaussian distributed [15].

A probability density function of a random variable that is normally distributed
on a logarithmic scale is called a log-normal distribution. In other words, if
X is a random variable log-normally distributed, then Z = ln(X) is normally
distributed. The log-normal density function, shown in Figure 15, somehow
has the same appearance as a normal distribution but with a longer tail. This
causes the mean value to be located at a higher value than the location of the
peak, referred to as mode. The median is typically located somewhere there
in between. A random variable in a log-normal distribution only takes positive
real values [16].

Figure 15: Two probability density functions of log-normal distributions [17].
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4 Correlation analysis
In order to gather knowledge of how an OLTC operates, it could be of interest
to investigate the correlation between the part switching times in the diverter
switch. To analyze switching times of an OLTC, data from Hitachi ABB Power
Grid’s manufacturing facility of the OLTC models A and B was provided. For
every OLTC, at least 10 cycles of switching were performed in the routine test.
During these tests, the device is operating in small voltages. The measurements
are performed by measuring the voltage over a resistor. The data set for each
model was a file containing all routine tests performed during the period January
1 2020 to January 21 2021. The data set contained the switching times t1 − t7
for about 300 units. Every unit included a time series for each phase. Some of
them were built with three separate phases, one OLTC for each phase, like in
Figure 9b. In that case, the three-phases were treated as separate time series.
The second possibility was a delta connection with one common OLTC for two
phases, which only contained data for the two OLTC and thus only provided
two time series. The last setup was the one described in Figure 9a with only
one unit. That scenario provided time series for each pole of the OLTC, and
the series was considered as three individual time series.

4.1 Method
As a starting point, the individual switching times were investigated. Since the
noisy signal from the measurement apparatus made it hard to determine where
t2/t6 ended and t3/t7 started, the correlation analysis focused on the times tMV ,
tRV and t4. In that way, the times with measurement difficulties were added,
and therefore the problem of telling when the switching time t2/t6 ended and
t3/t7 started was eliminated. By summing the part times to get tMV and tRV ,
the correlation analysis could be performed with an accuracy of 0.1ms. Each
time series was divided into sets of switching X to V or V to X, since V to X
generally has a longer total switching time. Outliers that clearly was a result
of measurement errors were removed. For example when t4 was close to zero
and tMV or tRV was more than 10ms longer than usual. The result was used to
calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficients for two variables at a time. The data
sets were also divided into two sets, before and after the 125th switch, with the
aim of examining whether the correlation changes over time. The 125th switch
was chosen since the total switching time of an OLTC is expected to stabilize
somewhere around that switch.

For the approach of not dividing the data set before and after the 125th switch, a
linear trend was fitted to describe the relationship between each set of variables.
Each data set was divided into a test data set consisting of 20% of the data and
training data set consisting of the remaining 80%. The linear models were then
tested as predictors, compared to predicting the mean as switching time. All
examinations were performed both for Model A and B.
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4.2 Results
OLTCs of Model A and Model B have the same task, but different demands.
Although the results are quite similar for the two families of OLTCs, they are
not entirely identical.

4.2.1 Model A

The correlation analysis focuses on the switching part times tMV , tRV and
t4. The noisy measurement of part times t2/t3, due to contact bounces, is
illustrated in Figure 16. When the time t2 gets longer, the time t3 gets shorter.
This proves the difficulty of determining the precise moment when t2 ends and
t3 begin.

Figure 16: Switching time t2 versus t3 which shows a negative correlation.

A typical output from the routine test, in terms of tMV , tRV and t4 is captured
in Figure 17. Here each series were divided by their mean value. An offset of
0.2 and 0.1 was added to tRV respectively t4 for the possibility of separating the
series.
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Figure 17: A typical appearance for the normalized time series of the studied
parameters.

To get a grip of the correlations between the three variables, they are plotted
against each other in Figures 18-21. The data set contains around 210000 data
points. In table 1, the Pearson correlation coefficients between each parameter
are noted.

(a) Switching X to V. (b) Switching V to X.

Figure 18: Plots of times t4 against tMV .
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(a) Switching X to V. (b) Switching V to X.

Figure 19: Plots of times t4 against tRV .

Table 1: Person’s correlation coefficient between different variables.

Parameters X-V V-X
T4/Tmv 0.600341 0.602247
T4/Trv 0.764884 0.772620
Tmv/Trv 0.829642 0.835315

In Figure 20 and 21, the data has been divided into sets of before and after the
125th switch. A table of the correlation coefficients for each data set is framed
in table 2. It is apparent that the correlation gets a little stronger after the
125th switch than before.

(a) Switching times after the 125th switch
on top.

(b) Switching times before the 125th switch
on top.

Figure 20: Switching times divided into sets before and after the 125th switch,
switching X to V.
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(a) Switching times after the 125th switch
on top.

(b) Switching times before the 125th switch
on top.

Figure 21: Switching times divided into sets before and after the 125th switch,
switching V to X.

Table 2: Person’s correlation coefficient for different variables.

Before/after Correlation X-V Correlation V-X
Before 0.832298 0.829291
After 0.840285 0.853266

An intensity plot of all times tMV and tRV is shown in Figure 22, which captures
the dynamics of the switching times more accurately.

(a) Switching X to V. (b) Switching V to X.

Figure 22: Two-dimensional histograms between tMV and tRV , illustrating
where the density of the data is located.
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The prediction errors from the linear model fitted to the training data set,
consisting of 80 percent of the total data set, are plotted in histograms in Figure
23. Given the switching time tMV , the model predicts tRV . The fitted Gaussian
distributions for the histograms have a mean value very close to zero and a
standard deviation at σ = 0.481 for switching X to V and σ = 0.487 when
switching V to X.

(a) Switching X to V. (b) Switching V to X.

Figure 23: Histograms of prediction errors for tRV .

The linear model and prediction errors for predicting tMV with t4 given are
visualized in Figure 24. The fitted Gaussian distribution of the histogram of
the prediction errors resulted in a mean value close to zero and a standard
deviation of σ = 0.762.

(a) Linear trend line. (b) Histogram of prediction errors with fit-
ted Gaussian.

Figure 24: Graphical evaluation of the linear model between t4 and tMV switch-
ing X to V.
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4.2.2 Model B

A typical time series from the routine test for Model B is illustrated in Figure 25.
As in the previous section, the series for each variable is normalized by the mean
value and offset by 0.1 and 0.2 to distinguish the series.

Figure 25: A regular development of switching times in Model B.

The Pearson correlation coefficients between each parameter are framed in Ta-
ble 3. For Model B, about 360000 switches are used. If plotting the part
switching times tMV , tRV and t4 against each other, the plots have the same
appearances for Model B as for Model A. Except for the fact that all switching
times are longer for Model B.

Table 3: Person’s correlation coefficient for different variables.

Parameters Correlation X-V Correlation V-X
T4/Tmv 0.707912 0.698964
T4/Trv 0.735285 0.740108
Tmv/Trv 0.884044 0.887556

The data sets before and after the 125th switch are visualized in Figures 26 and
27. The correlation coefficient for each data set is noted in table 4.
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(a) Switching times after the 125th switch
on top.

(b) Switching times before the 125th switch
on top.

Figure 26: Switching times divided into sets of before and after the 125th switch,
switching X to V.

(a) Switching times after the 125th switch
on top.

(b) Switching times before the 125th switch
on top.

Figure 27: Switching times divided into sets of before and after the 125th switch,
switching V to X.

Table 4: Person’s correlation coefficient for different variables.

Before/after Correlation X-V Correlation V-X
Before 0.890739 0.891077
After 0.809896 0.806932

An intensity plot of tMV and tRV is shown in Figure 28, which captures the
dynamics of the switching times more accurately by illustrating the location of
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the density.

(a) Switching X to V. (b) Switching V to X.

Figure 28: Two-dimensional histograms between tMV and tRV , illustrating
where the density of the data is located.

The linear trends for Model B predicting tRV based on tMV prediction performed
quite similarly to the Model A. The histogram, in Figure 29, with the fitted
Gaussian distribution has a mean around zero and a standard deviation of σ =
0.583.

(a) Linear trend line. (b) Histogram of prediction error with fit-
ted Gaussian.

Figure 29: Graphical evaluation of the linear model between t4 and tMV switch-
ing X to V.

4.3 Discussion
The correlation analysis ended up in a somehow expected result. The dynamics
for each set of parameters behave quite similar when switching X to V respec-
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tively V to X. Although, switching times generally are a little bit longer when
switching from V to X. This was an already known phenomenon.

From the correlation analysis it can be concluded that among the three studied
parameters tMV , tRV and t4, the first two have the best correlation. The weak-
est correlation is the one between tMV and t4, which is the reason no further
experiments were performed on this set. The dynamics between tMV and tRV

was further analyzed due to its high correlation and their similar dynamics. This
was the case for both Model A and B. Comparing the two families of OLTCs,
Model A has a slightly better correlation of tRV and t4 while Model B has a
stronger correlation between tMV and tRV . A Pearson correlation coefficient
above 0.8 is in this experiment considered to be a high correlation that could
describe a linear relationship.

Model B basically has a more evident wear in phase than Model A, which is
more constant throughout the routine test, as seen in Figures 17 and 25. The
main reason is that Model B has the additional by-pass switch which implies
more rotating mass and more contacts to wear in.

By splitting the data in sets into before and after the 125th switch, it is found
that the general switching time and the deviation of the parameters seem to
decrease somewhat. This is illustrated in Figures 20, 21, 26 and 27. This is
another way to show the wear in phase from the routine test. The clusters of
red dots are shifted slightly to the lower-left corner than the blue clusters. It
is also definite that the red region compared to the blue region of Model B is
smaller than for Model A, giving yet another proof that the wear in phase for
Model B is more evident. It would be natural to believe that if the deviation
gets smaller, the correlation would grow. For Model B, that is not the case. The
entire data set seems to follow a linear trend with some noise. When looking
at the switches after the 125th switch, the data follow the same linearity and
noise. However, the data points with high values of tMV and tRV are missing,
which causes a significantly smaller correlation.

The Model A on the other hand seems to shift the linear trend, comparing the
data before and after the 125th switch. This causes a small increment of the
Pearson correlation coefficient compared to before the 125th switch, as reported
in table 2.

The fitted linear trend of the data sets indicates that the relationship between
tMV and tRV is linear with some noise term. The prediction errors captured in
the histograms, along with fitted Gaussian distributions, further inclines that
the noise term is Gaussian distributed. The standard deviation is around 0.48ms
for Model A and 0.59ms for Model B. This implies that the fitted linear trend
for the Model A can predict tRV , given tMV , within the interval of 0.96ms with
68.2% certainty. Further on, the linear trend predicts tRV within the interval
of 1.92ms, respectively 2.34ms for the Model B, with 95.5% certainty. That is
approximately 5% of the total switching time tRV . This result proves a distinct
correlation.
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As a comparison, a linear trend was also fitted to describe the relationship be-
tween t4 and tMV as in Figure 24a. This fitted linear trend results in a fitted
Gaussian, to the histogram of prediction errors in Figure 24b, with a standard
deviation of 0.762ms. That linear trend predicts tMV within the interval of
3.05ms with 95.5% accuracy, which is significantly worse than the model pre-
dicting tRV with tMV . Although, the linear trends could be a part of some
anomaly detection algorithm that examines the relationship between the part
switching times. If the predicted value consistently is found outside a certain
interval from the linear trend, it could an indication of some malfunction of the
device.

By looking at the two-dimensional intensity plots in Figure 22 and 28, it seems
that the parameters are jointly Gaussian but with a slightly longer tail in the
upper right corner. Perhaps a better predictor could have been established
with by modeling both parameters as Gaussian distributions, or at least a more
proficient model for this particular problem.
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5 Classification of time series
To detect anomalies in OLTCs at an earlier stage, classification of expected time
series from the routine test was implemented in this thesis. Different time series
obtained in the routine test can deviate in appearances, especially Model A.
With the aim of evaluating a unit’s wear in phase of the total switching time,
an algorithm was built to try and classify expected respectively unexpected time
series.

5.1 Method
To implement a classification model of an expected wear in phase, it was neces-
sary to define what was expected. As a definition, the average time series of all
time series was considered. Both with and without the mean value subtracted
from each individual time series. From here on, the mean switching time for
every consecutive switch was calculated and used as an expected wear in phase
from the routine test. Only the first 200 switches were used since the majority
of the OLTCs in the data had 19 taps and hence did not have more than 200
data points.

From this predefined expected time series, thresholds were set to define an
interval of what values for each individual switch were classified as expected or
not. A distribution for every individual switch was fitted. The thresholds were
set to have an equal probability for a value to be too high or too low for the
expected interval. If a switching time would be outside of the expected interval,
it would be penalized by adding the square of the distance from the switching
time to the limit of expected switching times, to a loss function. This procedure
was performed for every switching time in a time series.

Different thresholds for the intervals were experimented with, as well as the
distribution function for each individual switching times. The aim was to set a
limit for the loss function that indicated whether a time series would be expected
or unexpected.

To proceed and not penalizing outliers but instead capture the total dynamics
of a time series, a moving average of 18 data points was implemented. The
number of data points captured by the moving average algorithm was set to be
suitable to get rid of eventual brief fluctuations but to preserve trends. The
algorithm used the 9 past and 9 future values in the time series to calculate
the average value of those data points. The thresholds were filtered with the
moving average and the individual time series to be classified as well.

To test one potential threshold, the time series with a higher score than 1 on the
loss function was removed from the original data set. Figures with tMV plotted
against tRV was created where the data set, without time series scoring more
than 1 on the loss function, and each individual unit that performed more than
1 on the loss function.
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5.2 Results
To get an overview of the complete data set of total switching times, a two-
dimensional histogram is shown in Figure 30a. This shows the total switching
time for all time series used in the experiment. The mean value for each consec-
utive switch is illustrated by the blue curve, which has a period of 18 switches.
The mean is somewhat dislocated from and higher than the highest intensity,
indicating that the time for each consecutive switch is log-normal distributed.
The distribution for total switching times at switch 100 is shown in Figure 30b.
Here, a log-normal distribution has been fitted to the histogram. From the
probability density function, the limits mentioned in both figures are set to be
at 20% probability for a switching time to be below, respectively over the limits.
The purpose of the limits is to define the loss function. This means 40% prob-
ability for a switching time to be outside the limits. A switching time that lies
outside the interval of the limits in black, is considered an unexpected switching
time.

(a) Two-dimensional histogram of all time
series in the data set.

(b) Distribution of total switching times at
the 100th switch.

Figure 30: The distribution of each switch throughout all time series.

The time series has different starting points, which creates an offset for each
series as in Figure 31.
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(a) Time series with low switching times. (b) Time series with high switching times.

Figure 31: Time series with a good wear in phase but penalized by the log
normal limits.

Since it is desired to evaluate the wear in phase, disregarding the starting value
of the time series, the mean value is subtracted for each time series before it is
analyzed. A new intensity plot for switching X to V or V to X is revealed in
Figure 32. Now the probability distribution at the 100th switch, and all other
switches, are considered to be normally distributed as in Figure 33. The regular
limits in red are set to be at one standard deviation from the mean value. The
modified limits in pink in Figure 32 starts at two standard deviations at switch
1 and linearly decreases to one standard deviation at the 100th switch.

(a) Switching X to V. (b) Switching V to X.

Figure 32: Two-dimensional histogram of all time series in the data set.
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Figure 33: Slice of the distribution of total switching times at switch 100.

The oscillating pattern that occurs in the mean switching time seems to depend
on whether the OLTC is switching to a lower or a higher tap. Since the OLTCs
in this experiment has 19 different taps and the data set is divided into groups
of switching X to V and V to X, the period of an oscillation is 18 switches. The
oscillating pattern is removed by introducing a moving average calculated by
18 data points. As illustrated in Figure 34, using a moving average of 18 data
points instead of 17 or 19 successfully removes the oscillating pattern.

Figure 34: Comparison of the number of data points included in the moving
average algorithm.

Using a moving average of 18 data points reduces each time series by 18 data
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points. All limits are converted with the moving average function. The score
of the loss function is calculated based on each time series moving average.
The results of the loss function for all series can be seen in Figure 35, with a
zoomed-in version in Figure 36. These figures show how the score from the loss
functions are distributed for all times series. As seen in Figure 35, most of the
time series obtain a low score. Some single time series obtain a high score on
the loss function, which is why the scale on the axes in the histogram are so
wide.

(a) The one standard deviation limits. (b) The modified limits.

Figure 35: Verdict of the loss function.

Around 1000 time series are included in the experiment, for switching from X to
V respectively V to X, and about 750 of them score a value on the loss function
of less than 1.

(a) The one standard deviation limits. (b) The modified limits.

Figure 36: Zoomed-in version of the verdict of the loss function.

In Figure 37, there are two examples of time series. Figure 37a with an expected
wear in phase and no indication on the loss function. On the contrary, the
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example in Figure 37b has no indication on the loss function but does not have
an expected wear in phase since it increases in the end of the time series.

(a) Expected wear in phase. (b) Unexpected wear in phase.

Figure 37: Example of a good wear in phases according to the loss function,
with the scores on the loss functions in the title of each Figure.

Also, two examples of wear in phases with higher penalties on the loss function
are provided in Figure 38. One with an unexpected wear in phase and another
series with a more expected.

(a) Unexpected wear in phase. (b) Expected wear in phase.

Figure 38: Example of bad wear in phases according to the loss function, with
loss functions in the title of each Figure.

When the time series that scores more than 1 on the loss function was removed
from the original data set, and the remaining data were plotted with tMV against
tRV , it resulted in the blue cluster in Figures 39 and 40. The red clusters
represents individual removed units from the original data set, performing a
higher score than 1 on the loss function.
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(a) Time series for one unit in all phases,
classified as unexpected. (b) A plot of part switching times.

Figure 39: Red dots illustrating time series for one specific unit with a high
score on the loss function and blue dots the time series scoring less than 1, all
switching X to V.

(a) Time series for one unit in all phases,
classified as unexpected. (b) A plot of part switching times.

Figure 40: Red dots illustrating time series for one specific unit with a high
score on the loss function and blue dots the time series scoring less than 1, all
switching X to V.

5.3 Discussion
The routine test is a small part of the process that all OLTCs go through before
leaving the factory. Today, the test does not include examining the switching
times on the detailed level as in this thesis. The current tests performed at
Hitachi ABB already are according to the standards. The routine test could
however be extended with the classification of expected or unexpected wear in
phases. By monitoring the wear in phase of an OLTC, proper functionality
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could possibly be further assured. Perhaps, a device has to perform even more
switching sequences than regulated by standards in order to reach the pursued
stable region of total switching times. These are just a suggestions, but perhaps
there is in fact more to learn in this area.

All devices in this data set passed the routine test, as well as the other tests, and
eventually got put into service since they functioned properly. The devices with
time series considered to have an unexpected appearance still performs well and
some of them might even have a plausible explanation. As an example, Figure
38a has an expected wear in phase approximately until switch 125. At that
point, the total switching time suddenly increases by around 3ms. One plausible
reason is that the test might have been interrupted at the 125th switch by some
cause. Perhaps the lunch break started at that time, or the shift ended. When
the switching mechanism is at rest for a long period of time, contact surfaces
might be dislocated from the worn-in contact surfaces by very small distances,
but still causing the friction to increase. Another parameter that could cause the
switching time to shift after an interrupted routine test could be the temperature
of the oil. Since the data set does not contain times for all switches, that theory
cannot be confirmed.

The fact that about 75% of the time series achieve a lower score than 1 on the
modified loss function, certainly indicates that the majority of all units have
an expected wear in phase. Most of the series getting a higher score than 1 is
relatively close to 1. Some outliers, not visible in Figure 35, get a score around
the upper bound on the x-axis which lies around 15000.

The two separate limits examined, standard deviation limits and the modified
limits, may have different purposes. In order to find outliers, the standard
deviation limits are more profitable since the deviation from the mean is equally
penalized on each switch. With the aim of extracting unexpected wear in phases
from time series of total switching time, the modified limits are a more desirable
setup. The frames of an expected wear in phase are not formulated in detail,
but the basic idea is that a proper wear in phase should decrease with time and
eventually stabilize. That behavior is definitely captured with the limits based
on the mean total switching time. More weight could be put on the principle
that the time series should stabilize towards the end. Perhaps, outliers from the
mean switching times should not be penalized at all for the first 100 switches.
As an example, Figure 38b shows a more evident wear in phase than the mean
switching times, which causes the series to score high on the loss functions.
Although, the moving average somewhat stabilizes after around 100 switches.
If only the last 100 switches should have been analyzed the series could have
performed a better score on a similar loss function.

The oscillating pattern of the mean switching time became evident when plotting
Figure 30a. The pattern was concluded to be a result of switching from a lower
to a higher tap, and the other way around. When plotting only one time series,
the pattern is not easy to observe. When it was observed in only one time
series, it was dismissed as noise. With a closer look at Figure 37b, the first 175
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switches adopt the oscillating pattern.

As mentioned, the oscillating pattern of the total switching time was quite an
unknown phenomenon earlier. A process to find a mechanical solution to the
problem was initiated but not completed inside the frames of this thesis. The
mechanics of a diverter switch are complicated and take time to fully under-
stand. Basically, two hypotheses for the pattern was received from the design
department of Hitachi ABB Power Grids. The first one was some sort of asym-
metry in the mechanical rectifier. The mechanical rectifier has the purpose of
rectifying the rotating shaft from the motor mechanism that drives the entire
switching process. This rotating shaft initiates both the switching process in the
tap selector and the diverter switch and rotates in different directions whether
it intends to switch the tap upwards or downwards. This is required by the
tap selector, but the diverter switch only switches between X and V regardless
of the OLTCs intention. By that reason, there is a mechanical rectifier that
rectifies the rotation and performs the same task whether switching upwards or
downwards.

Figure 41: Intersection of conceptual drawing of an OLTC from below [2].

A conceptual drawing of the rectifier in the diverter switch is illustrated in
Figure 41. The driving mechanism connected to the shaft, rotates the red
colored rod in the Figure either clockwise or counter clockwise. The blue rod
connected to the red rod, with the distance to the red rod center to center
indicated, will rotate around the red rod. The blue rod resting on the big blue
component that is called the sleigh, which is one of the mechanical parts that
complete the rectifying process. Once the blue rod rotates around the red,
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the sleigh will run to the right on the four light blue pulleys and initiate the
switching process. One theory of the oscillating total switching time is that the
asymmetry of the light blue pulleys may cause more friction if rotated one way
than the other. The theory is not further investigated and is more correctly just
speculation. To investigate the matter properly, dynamical simulations should
be performed. That work is not inside the frames of this thesis, but could
actually formulate an entirely new thesis. One thing that can be assured, is
that the rectifier is the last component in the switching process where switching
downwards or upwards are separated from each other. The intention of that
statement is to clarify that no mechanical process after the rectifier can have an
impact on the oscillating pattern.

The second theory of the reason behind the oscillating total switching times
are the motor mechanism itself. A theory is that when rotating the driving
disc, for an OLTC disconnected from the motor-driven mechanism, by hand or
by electrical impact drivers there is a difference in the total switching. As if
the angular velocity of the shaft tightening the spring, that drives the driving
disc, has an impact on the total switching time. Basically, the second theory
of the oscillating pattern is that the motor-driving mechanism consequently
rotates the shaft with different angular velocity, depending on which way it is
rotated.

Since the oscillating pattern was not apparent for all devices, The moving aver-
age was introduced. In addition, it was desired to examine the overall behavior
of a device and not penalize individual outliers in switching times. Since the
classification of expected time series was performed conclusively on units with
19 taps, the proper amount of data points included in the moving average was
18 as pictured in Figure 34, to remove the oscillating pattern.

One problem with the moving average algorithm implemented is that there
might be a trend for the last data points that is not completely captured. For
example in Figure 38a, there seems to be some positive trend in the last data
points. Nevertheless, the series does not score on the loss function. In reality,
the wear in phase should be classified as unexpected.

Two examples have been brought up as poorly classified, but of course there are
more. Further work could be done in order to extend the classifying algorithm.
The existing algorithm could be tuned and more features should be introduced
to reach a satisfactory result, which perhaps in the future could be embedded
in the routine test.

One feature to further investigate could be the relationship of tMV and tRV .
From Figures 39 and 40, it can be concluded that the linear trend from the
regression analysis between the two parameters holds, even for unexpected time
series. All switches in series scoring more than 1, classified as unexpected, lies
within the blue cluster of switching times from time series scoring less than
1, classified as expected. Maybe, it would be better to examine the relation
between the part switching times to evaluate if time series are expected or
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not. As earlier discussed, the total switching time could depend on external
factors, as the angular velocity of the motor-driven mechanism stretching the
spring. The prediction error of tRV from the fitted trend line implemented in
the correlation analysis could be used as a classifier. To be sure, it would be
valuable to have data available from devices malfunctioning.

An alternative method to classify expected and unexpected time series would
have been to use machine learning or neural networks. In this specific matter
it is believed that with the wide knowledge of the data already acquired, the
implemented model-based method would outperform other machine learning
algorithms. There is already knowledge of how to define expected time series
which is of great help. The main problem of implementing machine learning
would be to manually label all the 2000 times series as expected or not. A way
around that problem could be to use the implemented classification method
in this thesis to label all time series, and then implement a machine learning
algorithm. Such an implementation has a risk of creating a model, or network,
that tries to replicate what the model-based method already does. Another
solution to the problem of non-existing labels for each time series would be to
implement an unsupervised method. Although, a model of that principle would
probably not outperform the classification algorithm already implemented in
this thesis with all background knowledge.
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6 Estimation of switching time using data from
position sensor

In order to apply the knowledge gained in the previous correlation analysis on
an OLTC in the field, switching times have to be measured. Today that is only
possible in the lab with low voltages. One approach would be to measure the
position of the yokes. The yokes open the contacts in the vacuum interrupters.
At a certain position, they should be open respectively closed. The time that
the main and resistor vacuum interrupters are opened are defined as tMV re-
spectively tRV . Hence, by measuring the position of the yokes, it is possible to
extract the switching times tMV and tRV .

6.1 Experiment
In the lab at Hitachi ABB Power Grids Research in Västerås, a OTC of Model
A was set up in air without the insulating cylinder. Without the oil, switching
times were slightly shorter. A position sensor was mounted on the main side
above the yoke, with a bolt and two cable ties. To attach the bolt, a thread
was drilled in a solid insulating segment of the OLTC. The setup can be seen
in Figure 42.

Figure 42: Photograph of the position sensor mounted above the lifting yoke.
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The position sensor acted as a potentiometer with three connecting pins. Two of
them were connected to a voltage supply and the third was connected to an os-
cilloscope. Additionally, the measurement setup in Figure 43 was implemented
to find the true individual switching times. The circuit imitates the measure-
ments of part switching times in the routine test by measuring the voltage over
the resistor R with a sampling frequency of 20kHz, resolution of 0.1ms.

Figure 43: Electrical circuit to perform the measurement of switching times.

To perform measurements, the intermediate gear was rotated by hand in the
lab in Västerås, with a torque wrench to initialize a switching sequence. About
one hundred measurements were performed. Every measurement yielded graphs
like the one in Figure 44a. The blue graph represents the position sensor and
the orange one the measurement from the routine tests to identify individual
switching times.

(a) One complete measurement of switch-
ing sequence (in air).

(b) Zoomed in measurements and encircled
shoulders.

Figure 44: Measurement done in air, from the position sensor and switching
times in the laboratory setup of a OLTC of Model A in Västerås.
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By taking a closer look, two shoulders, highlighted in Figure 44b, could be
detected in the measurement of the position sensor. These shoulders coincide
with the start and end of tMV . By building a simple algorithm that checked
the first observation of a voltage lower than 3V and the time at the point that
the voltage exceeded 3V once again, the true time tMV was determined. From
here on the task was to estimate tMV from the position sensor data. Since
this data was noisy, it was processed by a Butterworth low pass filter. The
Butterworth filter was tuned to filter away the measurement noise and to get a
satisfactory graph to proceed with the analysis. Two different filters with cut-off
frequency of 300Hz and 800Hz were compared, both with order n = 5. Every
individual filtered measurement’s derivative was then estimated by subtracting
every element with the previous element in the series containing the position
measurement. That was a good estimator since the Butterworth filter output a
signal of very high resolution.

From the differentiated series, two different approaches were made. The main
idea was to build a suitable linear regression model that found the start re-
spectively end time of tMV . The linear models were calculated by using the
linear regression model in Section 3.2. To build all linear regression models,
each training data set was 80% of the entire data set. The first approach was
to build a model, referred to as model z, that finds an optimal linear model
based on the time span while the voltage dropped from 7V to 1V starts and
ends, in order to predict the true start of tMV . In the same way, a linear model
was created to predict the end of tMV based on the time span while the voltage
gained from 1V to 7V starts and ends. By subtracting the predicted times, tMV

was obtained. To find the times of interest, an algorithm was implemented that
extracted the times from the differentiated filtered signal.

The second approach to predict tMV , referred to as model t, was to take advan-
tage of the observed shoulders in Figure 44. In the filtered signal, there should
be two significant inflection points where the shoulders occurred. One before
and one at the flat region of the shoulder. In the differentiated signal, those
inflection points should be represented as local extreme values. A python script
that found those extreme values was implemented. The time at the inflection
points was used to predict the true start, respectively end, of tMV .

6.2 Results
The noisy signal from the position sensor is visualized in Figure 45, together
with the filtered signals. Butterworth filters with different cut-off frequencies
are compared. Also, the true moment of the switching time for the start of t1
is marked in green.
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(a) Filter with cut-off frequency at 300Hz. (b) Filter with cut-off frequency at 800Hz.

Figure 45: The position sensor signal and with the low-pass filtered signal.

The differentiated version of the filtered signals is captured in Figure 46 and 47,
together with the true switching times of tMV .

(a) Cut-off frequency 300Hz. (b) Cut-off frequency 800Hz.

Figure 46: Differentiated filtered signals with the true start of tMV .
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(a) Cut-off frequency 300Hz. (b) Cut-off frequency 800Hz.

Figure 47: Differentiated filtered signals with the true end of tMV .

It is noticeable that the switching times conclusively occur somewhere between
two local extreme values, at both the beginning and end of tMV . For a visual
interpretation of the implemented models, see Figure 48.

Figure 48: Models to predict the start and end of tMV .

To evaluate the models, the training errors for each model is entered in table
5.
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Table 5: Training errors.

Model Average training error
for start of tMV [ms]

Average training error
for end of tMV [ms]

Average training
error Tmv [ms]

t(fc = 300) 0.0094 0.0412 0.0419
t(fc = 800) 0.0105 0.0579 0.0606
z(fc = 300) 0.0101 0.2850 0.2842

To get an idea of how the train errors are distributed, they are visualized in
Figure 49.

(a) Training error for the start of tMV . (b) Training error for end of tMV .

Figure 49: Histograms of training error for model t with fc = 300Hz.

The test errors are captured in table 6.

Table 6: Test errors.

Model Average test error
for start of tMV [ms]

Average test error
for end of tMV [ms]

Average test
error Tmv [ms]

t(fc = 300) 0.0099 0.0382 0.0411
t(fc = 800) 0.0105 0.0561 0.0601

6.3 Discussion
Since the present measurement procedure of the switching times only allows
measurements during the routine test, the knowledge acquired from the corre-
lation analysis is limited to be utilized in the routine tests. The measurement
of switching times performed in the routine test cannot be implemented for
OLTCs in service with large voltages and currents. One way to be able to mea-
sure switching times during operation would be to install position sensors for
the yokes lifting the contacts in the vacuum interrupters. With installed time
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measurement, constant surveillance of an OLTC could be a possibility with the
purpose of anomaly detection. However, the cables from the sensors can be an
issue for the high voltage insulation of the diverter switch.

From the filtered measurements of the position sensor, the partial switching time
tMV could be estimated. The two filters examined, with cut-off frequency of
300Hz and 800Hz, successfully make the signal smoother. The filter with lower
cut-off frequency filters away more noise and keeps the important information,
which makes the model implemented more robust and performs better.

The best model performs an average test error of 0.04ms for tmv. The oscil-
loscope that performs the measurement of switching times and position of the
yoke has a sample rate of 20kHz, which implies a measuring resolution of 0.1ms.
The fact that the implemented model estimates tMV more accurately than the
resolution of measuring signal from the position sensor, and the routine test,
has to be considered a success. Machine learning algorithms were considered to
estimate the switching times. But since it was quite straightforward to find the
switching times and the result turned out to be well, it would not be worth the
effort to implement a machine learning algorithm that obtained equally good
results.

Unfortunately, this position sensor cannot be placed inside an OLTC during
normal operation. The wires will get interfered with by the electric field present
in the tap-changer. One possible solution would be to place a position sensor
in form of a laser beam, somewhere in the top section of the OLTC, to measure
the position of the lifting yoke. One sensor could be placed for the main side,
respectively the resistor side. By connecting the position sensors to a microcon-
troller, or similar devices, the time at the start of tRV could be measured and
subtracted by the end of tMV to obtain t4. One difficulty with such an approach
would be to find a laser position sensor that can operate in the conditions in an
OLTC filled with oil. There has to be enough optical clearance for the position
sensor.

If the measurement of switching times could be implemented successfully in an
OLTC under normal load, it could be of use to surveil the health of an OLTC.
The information gathered from the correlation analysis could be valuable for
basic knowledge, maybe even anomaly detection. The basic principles of the
correlation analysis could be present in such an algorithm by monitoring the
relationship between tMV , tRV and t4, or simply the total switching time.
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7 Conclusion
An on-load tap-changer plays an important part in the power grid every day. It
is an advanced device with plenty of remarkable mechanisms with high demand
on the accuracy of timing. The switching process of the diverter switch has
been described and studied in detail to find ways of defining normal operation
circumstances and be able to detect anomalies in routine tests. The correlation
analysis resulted in an expected and desirable outcome. Pearson’s correlation
coefficients for each set of parameters were calculated, showing an evident corre-
lation between the switching times tMV , tRV and t4. The strongest correlation
was found to be the one between the time while the main vacuum interrupter
is open and the time while the resistor vacuum interrupter is open. Both for
switching from node X to V, respectively V to X. By splitting the data into
sets of before and after the 125th switch, it was presented that the correlation
shifts. This behavior was more apparent for Model B than the Model A. Al-
though the shift in correlation, both Model A and B seemed to preserve the
linear relationship between tMV and tRV throughout the routine test.

By using linear regression, a linear trend was fitted to the entire data set. The
prediction error of a test data set was calculated and plotted in a histogram,
indicating that the prediction error was distributed as a Gaussian distribution.
Gaussian distributions were fitted and their parameters were used to claim the
accuracy that the model was able to predict tRV from tMV within one and two
standard deviations. The linear trend predicts tRV while switching X to V,
within the interval of 1.92ms for Model A, respectively 2.34ms for Model B,
with 95.5% accuracy. The part switching time tRV usually takes around 40ms,
implying that an interval of around 2ms constitutes a prediction error around
5%. That is a comparably vague prediction. Nevertheless, this property proves
a distinct correlation and could perhaps be of use in an anomaly detection
algorithm.

To detect anomalies already in the routine tests, a classification of expected
and unexpected time series was introduced. Model B has a very proficient
wear in phase during the routine test, where the switching time decreases for
the first switches and then gradually stabilizes. Model A on the other hand
is more constant throughout the routine test and does not have an as evident
wear in phase as Model B. The expected wear in phase was defined using the
average total switching time for all individual switches. Every individual switch
was defined to follow a Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian distribution was
used to define the limits of a loss function that gave every time series a score.
That score was then used to evaluate whether the series was expected or not.
The classification gave varying results. There were cases where unexpected
series obtained low scores, and also cases where expected series obtained high
scores. To improve the classifying algorithm, the expected wear in phase could
be redefined and more features to evaluate the wear in phase should be used.
Evaluating the part switching times tMV , tRV and t4 relative to each other could
be of greater value.
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By examining the relationship between tMV and tRV for devices with unex-
pected wear in phases, it can be concluded that it coincides with the linear
trend between tMV and tRV for the devices with expected series. Since all
devices investigated passed the routine test, that feature might be a better clas-
sifier to detect anomalies even after the routine test. To investigate that theory,
it would be valuable with data from defective devices. At least, it is known from
this experiment that healthy devices preserve the linear trend from the linear
regression from the correlation analysis.

In order for the gained knowledge in the correlation analysis to be beneficial in
an eventual anomaly detection service, it is of course necessary to have measure-
ments of the switching times in OLTCs in service. Today, those measurements
are only available while performing the routine test. The possibility of estimat-
ing tMV , tRV and t4 by measuring the position of the lifting yokes has been
investigated. The position data indicates the moment when the vacuum inter-
rupters open and closes with a shoulder. With a low-pass Butterworth filter
and linear regression, the time tMV was estimated with an average test error
of 0.04ms. Taking the 0.1ms measurement accuracy from the position into ac-
count, the model was considered to be a success. Still, to gain from this work,
it is necessary to find a way to measure the position of the lifting yokes. The
potentiometer used in this thesis would interfere with the electric field present
in an OLTC in normal operation. Perhaps, a laser position sensor could be the
solution to implement position measurement in the field.

When calculating the average total switching time for every consecutive switch
in the routine test, it was found that the total switching time depends on whether
the OLTC is switching to a higher tap or a lower tap. The time when switch-
ing upwards is up to 1ms higher compared to when switching downwards. A
phenomenon not well known beforehand. Hypotheses on the cause has been
discussed. In order to get the correct answer, the matter would have to be
investigated further. That concern could even constitute the frames of a new
thesis.
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